
giving you 

more than the rest
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Cosi chairs from Electric Mobility give you everything

you need in riser-recliners. They give you all the

choice, comfort and quality you will ever want.

Lie back and unwind in a Cosi chair and 

you will know you have made the right

choice. Specially designed to help if you

suffer from medical conditions such as

arthritis and rheumatism, Cosi chairs make

sitting, reclining and standing up easier 

with a smooth lift, tilt and recline action.

Experience the Cosi chair difference through

a choice of over 16 different riser-recliners

each with a smooth motion and simple

controls. There are ten quality fabrics to

choose from, including a water resistant

finish, so you can be assured there is a 

style for you. 

Each Cosi chair gives you added pleasure

with its variety of features designed for

ultimate comfort –

• an easy-to-use hand control 

• useful pocket for storage

• head rest cover and removable arm

covers for added durability*

• a lifetime frame warranty with a full one

year cover on all parts and labour

• a range of accessories including a leg rest

extension, lockable castor wheels, and a

heat and massage option (see back page)

When you want a riser-recliner that is not

only ideally suited to your needs but looks

good in any home, choose a Cosi chair

because it will give you more than the rest.

* Removable arm covers not available with the Regal.

ambassador small

ambassador medium

ambassador large

regal 

royal petite

royal medium

comforter junior petite

comforter medium

comforter large

comforter tall

comforter elite medium 

comforter elite large

comforter elite tall

comforter 502 supreme

capri 

monarch 

Front cover features the Ambassador Small
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the ambassador range

The Ambassador range of dual motor riser-recliners is the first to incorporate the

unique MaxiComfortTM technology. This revolutionary movement allows an infinite

range of positioning at the touch of a button. Improve your circulation by reclining

the back and raising your hips and feet, and gain pressure relief from the

exclusive ‘zero gravity’ position.

The Ambassador range is crafted from the finest materials and incorporates a

movement that is smooth and quiet with a waterfall style winged back for ultimate

comfort. Designed and built by specialists, this outstanding riser-recliner is the

first Cosi chair to be available in a choice of five diamond fabric finishes and is

available in small, medium or large.

Totally versatile in every way, the Ambassador range is second to none.

infinite positions, sheer luxury
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Similar to the Regal, the Royal offers an outstanding level of features that are

both practical and stylish. To sit, recline or lie in a Royal is an absolute pleasure

because the three pillow back rest can be tailored to suit your needs by adding

or removing foam padding. The reclining action is so smooth and quiet you will

feel contented from the moment you sit down. The Royal comes in two sizes, 

the Petite and Medium, and includes a head rest cover and removable arm

covers for added durability. This Cosi chair quite simply befits its name. 

the regal

the royal

intelligent design and unrivalled features 

sumptuous style tailored to you

Everything you could ask of a riser-recliner is

encompassed in the Regal. Think about yourself in a

recliner, what would you like? Maybe you would like

a specifically tailored back rest, extra leg support,

cleverly disguised arm compartments for storage or

even a handy fold-away tray? The Regal has them

all. You will also enjoy the extra padded arm and 

foot rests, a useful cup holder and an additional side

pocket for magazines and newspapers. With so

many unrivalled features as standard, the Regal 

truly gives you a riser-recliner that pampers to 

your every need. These are just a

selection of the ten

different fabrics and

colours to choose from

in the Cosi chair range.

See the separate price

list/delivery time chart

for full availability.

jade
diamond

mink
diamond

sapphire
diamond

Each Cosi chair is fitted with a battery backup

system to bring the chair to a seated position

in the event of a power loss.

cherry
diamond

paprika
diamond
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the ideal fit whatever 

your size

the comforter range

Electric Mobility prides itself on offering you a riser-recliner that gives a perfect

snug feeling. Whatever your height or size, there is a Cosi chair for you and your

home in the Comforter series. Choose from the Junior Petite for heights of 5'3''

or less, the Medium for up to 5'10'', the Comforter Large for up to 6'2'' and the

Comforter Tall for up to 6'8''. 

To extend this excellent choice, Electric Mobility has developed four extra 

large bariatric riser-recliners of the utmost practicality and comfort to suit 

a bigger build. 
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The 502 Supreme

has a choice of 

two water resistant

and CRIB 5 fire

retardant fabrics.

merlot

For acute conditions the Comforter Supreme has a very impressive level of

features to give you total comfort through –

• a 50st capacity 

• infinite positions with independent foot and back rest movement

• reversible foam seat cushion and extra wide removable pillow

When you need a bariatric riser-recliner that effortlessly blends into any home,

there is no better choice than the Comforter Supreme.

the comforter range – 

the bariatric riser-recliners 

combining utmost comfort 

with total practicality

Without compromising on style, the Elite gives all 

the support you need to recline, sit or stand up. 

As with all Cosi chairs, the Elite range offers a

recliner to suit every shape and size with a choice 

of either the Medium, Large or Tall.

the 502 
supreme

the elite

spice

All Cosi chairs

come with an

easy-to-use 

quick release 

hand control.

(502/Ambassador 
hand control shown)

If you have a bariatric condition, the level of comfort

offered by a riser-recliner becomes even more

important. The superb 35st capacity Comforter Elite

range and the outstanding 50st capacity 502

Supreme give you that level.

Optional pressure 

relief cushion available

for the 502 Supreme.
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When your budget is really limited, but you 

do not want to compromise on quality, then

the Capri is the Cosi chair for you. This stylish

two way action riser-recliner offers you a quick

release hand control, a useful magazine

pocket and the comfort of three positions. 

the capri
superb value, 

uncompromising 

quality

The Monarch featured is finished

in brown vinyl. This material is

both water resistant and CRIB 5

rated for fire retardancy. 

See the separate price

list/delivery time chart for

additional fabric finishes for 

the Monarch.

If you are looking for exceptional value, then the Monarch is your choice. 

When sitting in the Monarch every day you will begin to really benefit from 

the unique seam style back and the great feeling it offers. Lie back in the

knowledge that your Monarch Cosi chair will give you carefree relaxation for 

years to come with a lifetime frame warranty and a full one year cover on all parts

and labour. The Monarch is available with or without a full chaise.

the monarch
more style and comfort without

added cost

brown
vinyl
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Due to a policy of continual improvement, Electric Mobility Euro Limited reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice. 

Electric Mobility Euro Limited. Canal Way, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9DL  

Tel: 01460 258100  Fax: 01460 258125  email: sales@electricmobility.co.uk  www.electricmobility.co.uk

sapphire
diamond

mink
diamond

brown
vinyl

cherry
diamond

jade
diamond

spice

There are ten different colours and styles to choose from in the Cosi chair range. 

See the separate price list/delivery time chart for full availability.

All fabrics comply with BS 5852 ignition source 2 for fire retardancy. 

Spice, Merlot and Brown Vinyl are further rated to CRIB 5.

accessories 

fabric colours 

specifications 
model overall  overall  seat  back rest  seat  seat  weight 

width height height height width depth limit

ambassador small 82.5cm (32.5'') 104cm (41'') 45cm (17.75'') 61cm (24'') 49cm (19.25'') 45cm (17.75'') 136kg (300lb)

ambassador medium 82.5cm (32.5'') 109cm (43'') 47cm (18.5'') 65cm (25.5'') 51.5cm (20.25'') 51cm (20'') 170kg (375lb)

ambassador large 90cm (35.5'') 114cm (45'') 49.5cm (19.5'') 71cm (28'') 56cm (22'') 54cm (21.25'') 170kg (375lb)

regal 91cm (36'') 109cm (43'') 51cm (20'') 68.5cm (27'') 56cm (22'') 53.5cm (21'') 147.5kg (325lb)

royal petite 79cm (31'') 101.5cm (40'') 46cm (18'') 63.5cm (25'') 47cm (18.5'') 46cm (18'') 136kg (300lb)

royal medium 82.5cm (32.5'') 109cm (43'') 49.5cm (19.5'') 68.5cm (27'') 53.5cm (21'') 53.5cm (21'') 147.5kg (325lb)

comforter junior petite 76cm (30'') 99cm (39'') 44.5cm (17.5'') 63.5cm (25'') 48cm (19'') 44.5cm (17.5'') 136kg (300lb)

comforter medium 82.5cm (32.5'') 105.5cm (41.5'') 48cm (19'') 68.5cm (27'') 53.5cm (21'') 51cm (20'') 147.5kg (325lb)

comforter large 87.5cm (34.5'') 109cm (43'') 53.5cm (21'') 71cm (28'') 58.5cm (23'') 53.5cm (21'') 147.5kg (325lb)

comforter tall 87.5cm (34.5'') 117cm (46'') 53.5cm (21'') 79cm (31'') 58.5cm (23'') 61cm (24'') 147.5kg (325lb)

comforter elite medium 95cm (37.5'') 105.5cm (41.5'') 48cm (19'') 68.5cm (27'') 66cm (26'') 51cm (20'') 227kg (500lb)

comforter elite large 95cm (37.5'') 109cm (43'') 53.5cm (21'') 71cm (28'') 66cm (26'') 53.5cm (21'') 227kg (500lb)

comforter elite tall 100cm (39.5'') 117cm (46'') 53.5cm (21'') 79cm (31'') 71cm (28'') 61cm (24'') 227kg (500lb)

comforter 502 supreme 114cm (45'') 119cm (47'') 53cm (21'') 74cm (29'') 84cm (33'') 56cm (22'') 317kg (700lb)

capri 81cm (32'') 105.5cm (41.5'') 47cm (18.5'') 71cm (28'') 51cm (20'') 51cm (20'') 136kg (300lb)

monarch 81cm (32'') 106.5cm (42'') 47cm (18.5'') 71cm (28'') 53.5cm (21'') 53.5cm (21'') 147.5kg (325lb)

All measurements are approximate

When you want a riser-recliner that is not only ideally suited to

your needs but looks good in any home, choose a Cosi chair

because it will give you more than the rest.

Freephone 0800 252614 now for further details.

* Not available with the Capri.

† Not currently available with the Comforter Junior Petite, 502 Supreme, 
Monarch and Capri.

04/05

merlot
paprika

diamond

lockable castor 
wheels

leg rest 
extensions†

controller 
for heat and 
massage upgrade* 

toffeewine

luxurious 
head rest 

pillow
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